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Above –1936 Chevrolet Standard Coupe Pick-Up sales brochure
Cover –1936 Chevrolet Standard Coupe Pick-Up (AKA Ivan’s Auto) mechanically restored by Ivan
Brannon and currently owned by the Author / 1978 El Camino owned by the Author 1990-1998

Recorded history and fans of the iconic Chevrolet El Camino generally agree that this
car-based pick-up made its debut on American roads in 1959. This is not exactly correct.
Chevrolet first created this type of vehicle nearly a quarter century earlier in 1936.
During the Great Depression of the 1930’s, almost half of the automakers ceased business
forever. Most remaining manufacturers modified their vehicles and advertising
techniques to appeal to a very conservative and particular buyer.
In 1936, to fulfill a supposed customer need for a dual-purpose vehicle, the Chevrolet
Division made a small corporate investment and introduced the Standard Coupe Pick-Up.
It was billed by Chevrolet as a “Standard passenger car adapted for commercial use” and
was built by the Fisher Body Company on the platform of the Chevrolet Standard Coupe.
This car was modified with a fender-mounted spare tire and the rear trunk was replaced
with a permanently mounted 5-foot long pick-up bed. This bed included wood planks,
metal strips, sides, and tailgate much like the larger Chevrolet ½ Ton Pick-Up. Unlike the
½ Ton, the miniature tailgate on this Coupe was blank and had no “Chevrolet” script.
This vehicle’s carrying capacity was no match to the ½ Ton Pick-Up as it could only haul
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Above –1936 Chevrolet Standard Coupe Pick-Up insert featured in the 1936 Chevrolet Truck sales
brochure

about ¼ as much in weight and volume. To support the pickup load adequately, sedan
chassis springs were used in the rear instead of lighter coupe springs. The bed extended
out of the trunk about the distance of the rear bumper. Step pads were added to the rear
bumper as well to complete the transformation. This vehicle was outfitted with a 79hp,
three-main-bearing 207 cubic-inch 6 cylinder Standard Series FC engine mated with a 3speed manual transmission. It also had a torque-tube driveline, an I-beam front axle,
hydraulic brakes, and 17-inch steel spoke artillery wheels. This handy vehicle could be
purchased for $535 – about $100 more than the Chevrolet ½ Ton Pick-Up.
Chevrolet in 1936 discontinued the side mounted spare tire as both roads and tire
technology were becoming vastly improved. During the early years, most roads were not
paved and the quality of tires was far from that of today. This made tire repair very big
business and it was necessary for vehicle manufacturers to provide the easiest access to
the often needed spare tire. 1936 was also the first year Chevrolet built vehicles with the
safety features of the all steel “turret top” and hydraulic brakes.
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Above –1936 Chevrolet advertisements written to appeal to conservative buyers during the Depression.
Below - Much like the later Brookwood /Impala and Chevelle/Malibu, the 1936 Standard Coupe was the
platform for the original El Camino
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Recently (and Not-So-Recently) Spotted 1936 Standard Coupe Pick-Ups
Note: Only 3,183 Standard Coupe Pick-Ups were made. When produced, this model was the second-most
rare 1936 Chevrolet only to the Standard model with four-door sedan bodies (1,142 produced).
As of the time of this writing, there are only 8 or 9 known vehicles possibly existing today. Of these, only 3
are believed to be in original / original restorable condition. The following 7 pages are of the 8
documented vehicles that have been discovered over the past 30 years. It is unclear if they all still exist.

Above –1936 Chevrolet Standard Coupe Pick-Up last seen near Toronto, Canada and offered for $36,000.
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Above –1936 Chevrolet Standard Coupe Pick-Up. Sold at Auctions America Carlisle, PA Fall Auction
September 30, 2011 for $33,000.
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Above - 345th Coupe PU (manufactured in Jaynesville Wisconsin). Photos taken at Portland swap meet in
April 1983. Current whereabouts of this vehicle (if it still exists) are unknown. Photos courtesy of George
Kowats.
Below – Street rod last seen at Goodguys Car Show in Spokane, Washington in 2002. Source: Newspaper
article of unknown origin.
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Above – Bob Pahl’s street rod featured in the April 1, 2010 edition of Hemmings Motor News. Vehicle from
Acushnet, Massachusetts
Below – Al Raynor’s street rod seen at 23rd Annual 2010 NSRA Southeast Nationals in Tampa, Florida
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Above – George Kowats’ street rod. Kent, WA
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Above –Ivan’s Auto prior to restoration on May 15, 1979 in Okanogan, Washington (#568/3183 built in
Oakland, CA). Photos Courtesy of George Kowats
Below and Following Page –Photos of Ivan’s Auto today. Note the special parcel shelf and tool storage
compartment behind the seat unique to the 1936 Standard Coupe Pick-Up. Additional photos on Cover.
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Per firewall plate, this is the 568th pre-El Camino ever built. Note this vehicle has 21,740 miles on the
odometer. The engine is original per the 1936 date stamp on the block. Pickup includes working radio.
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Other Pre - El Caminos
Chevrolet Master Coupe “Convertible” Pick-Up
Starting in 1937, in order to boost sales, Chevrolet based the Coupe Pick-Up on the larger
Master Coupe. This allowed relocation of the spare tire from the fender to a bin under a
bigger 66-inch long x 38-inch wide removable pick-up bed. The wider bed, which
allowed for incorporation of a full-size pickup's tailgate and hardware, could be removed
by loosening 4 bolts and installing a coupe deck (trunk) lid to create a pure coupe. This
painted coupe deck lid was sold with the Pick-Up and wrapped in several coverings of
butcher paper. To keep out dust and rain water when the pick-up bed was installed, a
custom made canvas snapped in place between the small bed sides and the coupe trunk
edges. This Master Coupe based convertible hybrid was in production through the 1942
model year when World War II stopped domestic car production.

Above - 1937 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Up sales brochure
Below- 1937 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Up. This vehicle cost approximately $580 and weighed 3085
pounds. A ’37 half ton Pickup cost $475 and weighed 2945 pounds. No Production Data available –
approximately 2000-3000 vehicles were produced.
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1938 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Up. No Production Data available – approximately 1500-2500 vehicles
were produced.

Above - 1939 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Up. The bed was made shorter than previous model years (the
front of the bed ended at the rear window to accommodate a larger cabin). This is the first year that
Chevrolet script was placed on the tailgate. Previous model years had a blank tailgate. 1,264 vehicles were
produced.
Below and Following Page – 1941 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Up. 1,135 vehicles were produced.
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Today, very few of the original Master Coupe “convertible” Pick-ups exist. The few that
made it even to the 1950’s were almost always given their deck lid to transform them to a
more sporty pure coupe. Even if the Master Coupe Pick-Up was left intact with its bed,
its major weakness was the canvas between the bed and body. It soon deteriorated when
the vehicle set outside leaving the trunk area exposed to rain and snow. This led to major
rust problems which in time totaled the trunk area and possibly even the entire vehicle if
ignored.
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Above - 1937-1942 Chevrolet Master Coupe Pick-Ups. 530 vehicles were produced in 1940 and only 206
vehicles were produced in 1942.
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Ute

Above - GM Holden (Australia) 51-2106 Coupe Utility “Ute” This vehicle was based on the 48-215 Sedan.
These vehicles were produced between January 1951 and 1953.

Cameo
Below - 1955 Chevrolet Cameo. Although it was not modeled from a car, This dressed up (foreman’s) ½
ton pick-up is noted as the final contributor in the evolution of the El Camino.
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Chevrolet El Camino

1959 Chevrolet El Camino sales brochure. This vehicle was originally based on the Brookwood 2 door
station wagon (below). The El Camino was then modeled after the Chevelle/Malibu (just Malibu starting in
1978) from 1964 until its retirement in 1987.
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2012 Chevrolet Montana (Latin America) based on the Chevrolet Opel passenger car
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